Figure is clearly labeled and
easy to read

Short description in italics
Concise explanation in plainfont.
Figure number in bold

Figure 1. Binding Model of Nictotine in nAChR. Nicotine
makes a cation pi interaction with Trp B and a hydrogen
bond with water.
Entire caption should be about as wide as the figure,
and should only be a few sentences at most. The rest
of the explanation can go in your report/paper.

Table number and title in bold and above table.
They are numbered independently of figures

Data in clear organized
fashion. Gridlines not
always necessary.
Whatever makes the
presentation clearest
and easiest to follow

Optional:
description or
explanation can go
below the table

All graphs get titles,
even when part of a
figure
Axes should be
labeled with units
in parentheses
Trend lines should be clear
and easy to read

Label data points if
appropriate

Plot space should
be free of grid
lines. If you must,
make them light
and unobtrusive.

Numbering of tables and
figures are independent.

Figure 2. Cation Pi plot at Trp B in α4β2 nAChRs. This site
does not show a trend indicative of a cation pi interaction
between metanicotine and the tryptophan residue.
Most important: be consistent in your formatting from figure to figure!
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Axes:

X-axis on top, plotted from high-to-low wavenumber, scaled
with a minimum of empty space on either side. Use
appropriate number (500, 1000, 1500, etc.), use large font.
Y-axis on left, plotted with high % transmission on top. Use
appropriate numbers, use large font.
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Labels:
20%

Label your axes with a 1-2 word description and units, use
large-bold font.

Plot Line: Use a thin black line. Do not use markers, colors,, dashes, or
thick lines. These all obscure the data.
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Plot Style: Make your plots square. Make your plots scaled to the data.
Make formatted lines all the same shade of black/gray and line
thickness. Use one font style throughout. Remove
unnecessary items.
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Ugly “Excelly” Plot

0%
Why are the formatting lines in gray,
the numbers in black,
and the plot line in blue?
Just use black.

Thick line, obscures fine
detail of data
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Empty space…
zoom in
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What is this box for?
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Key shows only one
item… delete
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gridlines… why?
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No axis labels,
what do these numbers mean?
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X-axis on the bottom and backwards
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